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FOREWORD

This is the report of an experiment in using
visual materials in teaching an introductory
psychology course at Central Washington College
of Education in Ellensburg, Washington.

This rather

long name of the College is often shortened to
"Central" in the body of this report.

Miss Mabel

Anderson, Associate Professor of Education, was the
cooperating teacher.

The time of the experiment

was spring quarter, 1960.

CHAPTER I
PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY
f

I.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The' purpose of this experiment was to investigate
the possibility that visual materials "custom tailored" to
a professor's specifications and integrated with his lectures
might improve student achievement on standardized objective
tests.

The visual materials, transparencies projected by a

lOxlO overhead

projec~or,

were designed and executed to meet

the requirements of a professor teaching Psychology 100, an
introductory course for freshmen.
experimentally during the spring

These visuals were used
quart~r.

Students taking

the same course taught by the same professor during the winter quarter acted as a cohtrol group.

The same objective

tests were used to measure the performance of both groups
and their significant difference.

Subjective evaluation of

the effectiveness of the projected materials by both teacher
and students was also determined.
II.

JUSTIFICATION FOR THE STUDY

Four very closely related convictions were responsible for this study.

First, the term "audiovisual" must

include all teaching materials.

These materials need to play

2

an integral part in the teaching-learning process since they

,

are as essential to
teacher's voice.

eff~ctive

teaching as the textbook or the

Second, education needs to adapt and adopt

the technological methods which have revolutionized other
phases of our lives.

The role of the teacher is changing;

there is great need for imagination; and, in addition, this
need for more effective teaching is being recognized in
discussions of leaders in higher education.
are not a perfect means of communication.

Third, words
Words can be more

effective when combined with visual stimuli, as witness the
television commercials and also the more recent and scholarly
television teaching.

Finally, while films and sound film

strips are available, applying all the above principles to
education, they are not a complete answer to the teacher's
problem.

These four convictions will be discussed in this

section.
The use of equipment and materials to promote learning through concreteness, realism, and utilization of
multisensory experience has gained acceptance rapidly during
the last fifty years.

In years past, these tools were con-

sidered as aids or crutches for other learning materials
such as books and the teacher's voice, and the people who
advocated their use were regarded as gadgeteers.

Pictures,

whether moving or still, flat or projected, were catalogued
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under "visual education."

Then with the advent of radio

and the increasing importance of recorded sound, "audio"
was added to form the term, "audiovisual."

Displeasure

with segmentizing the materials of learning into written
vs. non-written or sensory vs. intellectual led to the use
of the term "instructional materials" or "teaching materials."

This evolution of terminology reflects the cl)anging

concept of the educational role played by machines and the
audio and visual materials used by them.

Audiovisual ma-

terials are now rather widely accepted as valuable in their
own right and not merely as enrichment or aids for other
learning materials.

In keeping with this newer concept of

audiovisual, this experiment was an attempt to explore the
use of the overhead projector as the vehicle of communication, thereby measuring the contribution to learning made
by the integration of visual illustrations with the professor's lectures.
Another reason for attempting this experiment was a
firm belief tfiat the technmlogical advances which have transformed every facet of our lives needed to be applied to
education.

For this purpose imaginative people who know

the principles of learning and the problems of education
must explore the potentialities of scientific technology
to try to discover superior ways for teaching.

Many studies

4

and experiments are in p,rogress seeking ways to help
teachers in a technological age teach students who are the
creations of the age.

John W. Price writes:

The role of the teacher is changing radically
today. Television, radio, and modern means of
communication are not only offering new means of
teaching, they are, by producing educational material
in an extremely entertaining manner, also competing
indirectly with the traditional ways of teaching.
He further suggests that education can meet this competition.
"By using some of these professional techniques, the modern
instructor may make his contacts with the students stimulating and mutually rewarding" (15:180).
Professional literature is filled with similar convictions "that education can meet the enormously increased
demands placed upon it only by making a concerted effort to
catch up with the scientific and technical advanc·es which
have revolutionized other areas of our lives" (6:3).
is, also, belief that this effort will be made:

There

"The promise

is great for the teacher in new methods and machines to
make the education process more effective" (9:129).

In

addition to these expressions of this need to apply the
advances of technology to our educational scene, a plea is
made for "· •• the open mind, the· willingness to experiment,
and the realization that the ,skills of both teaching and
learning are still to a great extent undeveloped in education 51
(9:129).
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This same lack of satisfaction with current
educational methods was evident at the Fifteenth Annual
National Conference on Higher Education held in Chicago,
March 6-9, 1960.

In summarizing the conference, William

E. Porter included this statement:
There was a clear sentiment that more study of
effective teaching needs to be undertaken • • . •
There was, in short, a healthy concern which
seems to be growing steadily with the problem of what
might be described as professional skill. There was
little complacency (it was repeatedly pointed out that
the improvement of present teaching was a problem at
least as great as that of training new college teachers)
and a real eagerness to do som~thing about a subject
which traditionally has been little discussed in
higher education (14:268).
The th1rd point is concerned with an essential
element in the teaching-learning process--communication.
"There is little value in private concepts.
means shared meanings" (4:287).
a common medium of exchange.

Communication

"Shared meanings" implies

Cronbach likens words to coins:

"We offer a word as we offer a coin.

If the value of tl).e

word is equal to the situation, the word is accepted
(pocketed, as it were, by our audience)" (4:287-288).
if

th~

But

word is unknown or its value (meaning) is questioned

•

there can be no exchange of ideas.··
Words are representational symbols which have no
intrinsic meaning.

Meaning is assigned by the listener or

reader in terms of his past experience.

If he lacks

6

experience with the situation or object represented by the
word, he may not understand the symbolism.

Or if the lis-

tener's past experience with the word is quite different
from the speaker's, then he may assign it an unintended
meaning.
The fluent use of words in a meaningful pattern is
the mark of an educated man.

But in the process of reaching

this goal, many experiences, both real and vicarious, are
necessary.

If a teacher app!ies all that is known about the

learning process, he will accept his students where they are
in their educational development and encode his presentation of facts and ideas in a form which has meaning for his
class.

He may find that the various graphic media help to

make his meanings clear.

He will not prepare lesson plans

in an ivory tower rationalizing that, "By the time students
get to college _they should be able to understand my lectures."
Maybe they should, but if the facts show that they don't
understand, then it is the responsibility of the teacher to
select a method of presentation which they can comprehend.
Where there is no communication there can be no teaching and
no learning.
In discussing "New Directions for Communication Research,"

L~'

P. Greenhill interprets the t!Word communication

(italics his) to mean

th~

presentation of auditory and visual

7

stimuli to students in such a way as to encourage them to
acquire new information, skills, and attitudes of an academic type (7:245).

This definition gives equal value to

sights and sounds, or at least recognizes both as important.
In applying this definition of communication to the classroom,
the teacher can learn a lesson from television commercials.
Vast sums of money_are spent on these commercials because
they are so successful in "encouraging" the viewer "to
acquire • • • new attitudes"--not of an "academic type" perhaps,
--but attitudes which certainly change behavior.

It is not

suggested that the teacher copy these commercials in the
classroom.

But if a carefully planned combination of "aud-

·itory and visual stimuli" can sell soap, cigarettes, Wheaties,
beer, and deodorants, might not a judicious adaptation of
these techniques "encourage students to acquire new information,
skills, and attitudes of an academic type"?
And indeed, instructional television may be showing
the classroom teacher the way to combine sight and sound for
optimum effectiveness.
varied visual materials.

Televised lessons require many and
Since a teacher simply lecturing

£rom a television receiver is monotonous and dull, the television teacher has been forced to use pictures and graphics
of all kinds.

Barclay Leatham reports from Western Reserve

University, Cleveland, Ohio:

8

Professors say, after reducing a 50-minute lecture
to 28 minutes and using visual aids charts, moveable
blocks, maps, blackboard illustrations, and flannelboard variable symbols, that they have found a new
asset in teaching--visually illustrated exposition.
Everyone who uses this method on television, takes
the idea home to use in his classroom" (18:11).
These techniques, so essential and effective on television,
'

may be even more useful used directly in the classroom,
where they can appear in full color and three dimensions.
There needs to be more research concerning the contribution
of color to learning.

However, countless graphics attest

to the fact that color is valuable in organizing facts.
Finally, while films and sound-filmstrips are one
useful answer to the problems discussed above, they are not
the complete solution.

In spite of

thei~

increasing quality

and quantity, these commercially available materials cannot.
answer all the classroom teache.r's needs in his job of
developing understandings of a particular subject for a room
'full of unique individuals.
alized matter.

Teaching is a highly person-

Each teacher needs teaching materials as

carefully constructed to fit the immediate occasion as the
word he selects to convey meaning.
attemp~

This study was an

to visually illustrate Miss Anderson's lectures by

tailoring transparencies for projection by the overhead
projector and to measure the possible contribution these
visuals might make to the understanding of Psychology 100.
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III.

LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY

Seventy-five transparencies were designed to illustrate the important concepts Miss Anderson wished to exchange in two subject units of her 1960 spring quarter
class in Psychology 100.

Objective tests were used to

measure comprehension and retention and the results compared
with

t~e

performance of- her students on the same tests

during the winter quarter..

Also, the students were asked

to state their reactions to the use of the transparencies.
No attempt was made to structure this subjective evaluation.
Also, no measure was taken of the quality of the transparencies themselves, other than that they pleased Miss
Anderson.
Figure 1 shows Miss Anderson using the overhead
projector.

A transparency is in place on the lOxlO illu-

minated deck and shows on the screen behind her.

This

illustrates the advantages of this projector; the teacher
keeps eye contact with her audience.

This machine projects

an image on the screen by transmitting light through a
transparent substance--the same process as for showing
slides or filmstrips.
tion of projection.

The lflifference is. in size and direcThe large size--up to lOxlO inches--

makes it easy to locally produce the transparencies.

FIGURi 1

~ISS

ANDERSON US ING THE OVERHEAD PROJECTOR

1

I
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In this paper constant reference is made to "the
transparencies."

They are also called "visuals,"

rials," and "teaching materials."

"mate-

Printed examples of these

transparencies--both the foils and the carbon acetate--are
reproduced in Chapter IV..
pendix.

Samples may be found in the ap-

The term "visualized exposition" will be explained

in Chapter II in the discussion of Pictorial Communication.
IV.

PREVIEW OF THE .ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT

The next chapter will present a brief review of related research plus reference to present experimental use of
the overhead projector.

The last section of Chapter II will

describe some of the uses now being made of cartoons, p~c
ture writing, diagrams, graphs, and color· coding to illustrate academic tests and other scholarly books.
Chapter III will describe the design and procedure of
this experiment, explaining first the criteria for selecting
the

experim~ntal

class.

ment will be outlined.

The design for

~tatistical

treat-

Next will be a brief look at the

production and use of the materials, and the chapter will
close with a discussion of testing the achievement of the
students.

This section will include both the method of test-

ing and obta.ining the t-scores of significant difference.
Chapter IV is necessarily long because it gives the
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results of the objective tests, and then, when these
results are contradictory, conducts a search to explain the
contradiction shown by the t-scores.
two parts;

It is divided into

the analysis of the objective data and a

subjective evaluation.
The final chapter is the summary.

It will include

the conclusions drawn from the experiment, together with
implications inferred from these conclusions, and will close
with a few suggestions for future research in the

contri~

bution an overhead projector can make to education.

CHAPTER II
HISTORY AND PRESENT STATUS OF THE PROBLEM
This chapter will review some of the research and
examples of the use of overhead projector in classrooms.
And, since a machine has no instructional value in its own
right but is only as effective as the materials it uses, a
few examples of cartooning, picture writing, diagrams, and
the more common

~orms

of graphic techniques used in visua-

lizing ideas will be discussed briefly.

This brief discussion

will merely hint·at the possibilities in graphic communication pecause, as explained in the Limitation Qi this Study,
this experiment was restricted to a specific set of transparencies designed to fit a particular teacher's needs.

Qur

concern with graphic communication is limited, necessarily to
giving samples of what is meant by ,.illustrating" or "visua-

•

lizing" exposition or lectures.
I.

RELATED RESEARCH

The literature's replete with accounts of research
into the effectiveness of the various teaching materials.
William H. Allen, in reviewing research in audiovisual communication for the ten years ending April, 1956, summarizes:
A vast amount of research has accumulated during the
past years, demonstrating conclusively that AV instructional materials, properly used, can make significant
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contributions to learning over a wide range of
conditions and subject matter content • • • • There is
a dearth of recent research on the effectiveness of
pictorial illustration and graphic materials in aiding
learning (8:149, 133).
He does mention several studies, notably those by
M. D. Vernon in England.

It is a temptat-ion ·to discuss some

of the findings of graphic and pictorial communication
research, but the only comment pertinent to this study is
that past research indicates the need for further exploration
and ima&inative experimentation in this promising area.
However, there is a singular lack of research involving the use of the overhead projector.

Prior to 1959,

no studies were found listing "overhead projector" in the
title.

Several studies of local production of instructional

material and the use of photographic slides were read, but
these applied to the present experiment only as background
information.
In the Fall, 1959, issue of Audio Visual Communication
Review, a list of the research grants under Tttle VII of the
N~tional

Defense Act included one to Clayton W. Chance,

University of Texas, for a study titled, "Experimentation
...

in the adaptation of the Vu-Graph Overhead Projector,
Utilizing 200 Transparencies and 800 overlays in Teaching
Engineering and Descriptive Geometry Curricula" (13:301).
Findings of this study have not yet been made available.
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It is also apparent that the problems of using the overhead
projector to teach engineering and geometry may differ--at
least in the preparation of materials--from the problems
incident to psychology instruction.
This dearth of research involving the educational
use of the overhead projector is probably due not so much to
its newness--television and teaching machines are of a
similar age and these two account for nearly half of the
recent audiovisual research (1:295-303)--but more to the
fact that comparatively few commercial transparencies for
use on the overhead are available for purchase.
greatest assets of the overhead

projec~or,

One of the

its versatility

in displaying locally produced materials, is at the same
time a hindrance to its rapid acceptance.

It takes time,

some artistic skill, and imagination to prepare materials
for the overhead, and these qualities are not as plentiful
in educational circles as might be desired.

Of equal or

even greater importance is the fact that, contrary to the
situation in films, few commercial companies have transparancies for sale; theEefore, industrial money is not
backing research in this field, nor are there as yet many
salesmen camping on school doorsteps.
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II.

RECENT EXPERIMENTS WITH THE OVERHEAD PROJECTOR
While

the~e

have been few formal research studies to

determine the effectiveness oj the use of the overhead projector, this machine has been much in evidence in the various
experiments all over the U.S. exploring "improved teaching
patterns."

The most extensive group of experiments are those

authorized by the Commission on the Experimental Study of the
Utilization of the Staff in the Secondary School.

The pur-

pose of the Commission was:
To see if experimentation would reveal ways of meeting
the teacher shortage and at the same time improve the
quality of education through better utilization of the
time and energies of staff and students, changes in
curriculum design and teaching methods, and reorganization
of administrative patterns (10:5).
These are important studies.

They are assuming that the

problems of education are all parts of one problem--that the
teacher shortage, curriculum changes, teaching materials,
salaries, teaching methods, and administration policies are
all facets of the big problem of helping children learn.
When educators have tackled the departmentalized problems in
the context of their relationship to the teaching-learning
transaction, some promising innovations have resulted, among
them, establishing variations in class length and class size.
With the aid of electronic equipment it was possible to
teach some subjects to, very large classes, thus releasing
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some teachers for small group discussion and individual
guidance.
The commission has sponsored experimentation involving the use of closed-circuit television, overhead
troiectors usi)g specially prepared transparencies,
italics added F. M. radio, teaching films, locally prepared teaching tapes, locally prepared slides, and recording devices (10:6).
Thus the overhead projector has been included, along
with many other types of electronic equipment, in numerous experiments in all pqrts of the U. S.

The evaluation of speci-

fic contributions of the overhead projector are scattered
among other details in the results of those many experiments.
It will be helpful to quote from one of the largest of the
studies:

The Newton Plan Studies.
In the high school at Newton, Massachusetts, their

II

• • .central concern is with the presentation of vivid,

visually reinforced lessons to large groups."

They call

these presentations "lectures," but "they are traditional
lectures only in the sense that pupils take notes."

They

believe that good teachers "· • • are preparing better lessons
and giving them to more pupils than ever before 11 (2:105).

This

feature of the Newton plan has attracted most attention--the
"large-group visualized lectures."
in size from 60 to 1100.

These groups have varied

The lectures are "especially pre-

.pared and presented by overhead proje.ction" (2:106).

The report

explains, "all lectures require mettculous preparation--from
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10 to 30 'hours of research and visuals preparation for each
hour of lecture" (2:107).
tants.

The teachers are their own consul-

They know how to prepare materials for projection.

They know the tools with which they will teach. Thus
the lectures are more than illustrated talks. The lecture
visuals express just exactly what the lecturer had in
mind - because he made the visual from the original
conception thro~gh to the transparency (2:108).
The report by Mr. Bissex in the January, 1959, issue of

Ill£

Bulletin indicates that "research team is in residence for
anecdotal records, f9r spot evaluation, and for pulsetaking . • • • Traditional evaluation merely tells us whether
the patient is alive or dead.

Evaluators in residence, by

virtue of their continuous checking and feeding back of information, can help the program grow" (2:118).
This, then, is the kind of imaginative program being
undertaken wfth the overhead projector.

Before describing

the design of the experiment 'in Central's introductory
psychology class, it will be helpful to examine briefly
what i.s meant by pictorial communication.

III.

PICTORIAL COMMUNICATION

Pictures were the first symbols used in written
communication, the first means man used to express ideas.
Tlie~~iental

people still use written characters evolved from

picture writing.

With the development of alphabets, however,
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words composed of letters became the medium for the exchange
of thoughts and the recording of history.
knowledge of man was stored in books:

The accumulated

"The process of learn-

ing through communication devices has been almost completely
print-oriented in Europe and North America for 500 years''
(9:90).

This .tradition has so penetrated the thinking of

many scholars that they find it difficult to believe that
pictorial representation can result·in academic achievement.
In recent times, interest in the many contributions
to understanding contributed by pictorial representation has
revived.
In the 1920's, Otto Neurath and his associates began
developing

a dictionary

of picture symbols to serve as an

international picture language.

His symbols called "Iso-

type," for "International System of Typographic .Picture Education," are widely used in pictorial graphs.

An example

of "Isotype" figures and Dr. Neurath 1 s graphs·, is found in
figure 2.

This illustration is from

Making,'"' published in 1939.

'~odern

man in the

In the foreward is this explana-

tion:
It, the visualization, shows connections between facts
instead of discussing them. Impressive visual aids do not
merely act as illustrations or as. eye-bait in this book;
they are parts of the explanations themselves. The reader
may not understand the contents by reading the text only;
he must "read" the pictures as carefully as the text
(12:7-.S).
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Other examples of the use of pictorial communication
are to be found in such modern textbooks as Educational
Psychology, by Lee J. Cronbach.

He uses cartoons, diag+ams,

charts, and graphs to help provide a base of meaning for
verbal abstractions.

Figure 3 is an example of one of his

cartoon--diagram illustrations.
Wisdom

2£

the

~'

by Bertrand Russell, is a very

recent and scholarly use of pictorial communication.
published late in 1959.

It was

Two of his geometric abstractions

are reproduced in Figure 4.

The author describes the b9ok

as a "conspectus of Western Philosophy from Thales to Wittgenstein."
of

In the foreword he carefully explains his use

illustratio~s:

To support the account, there is a collection of pictures of men, places, and documents, which have been
chosen as nearly as possible from sourc·es belonging to
the period to which they refer. Above all, an attempt
has· been made, wherever this seemed feasible, to translate philosop~ic ideas, normally expressed only in words,
into diagrams that convey the same information by way
of geometrical metaphor. There is little to fall back on
here, and the results are therefore not always entirely
successful. However, it seems that such methods of presentation are worth exploring. Diagrammatic exposition,
so far as it can be achieved, has the further advantage
of not being tied to any particular tongue (17:5).
It is interesting to note the terminology various
authors have applied to their efforts in pictorial communication:

Neu~ath-- 11 isotype";

R;tssell--"diagramma,tic exposition"

.and "geometrical metaphor"; Leatham--"visually illustrated
1nr. Paul Foulkes devised most of the diagrams in

Wisdom

£i

~ ~·
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Can one visualize, in -a sin~le picture, basic chang~s in. the life mode of modern man-that is, in elements which change not only his techirical equipment, but
also·his hopes and fears? Of course one can. Modern people live longer than their
forefatherS' did. Therefore i~provement in public health is a characteristic feature
of modern history.

Mortality Rates in a Central European Town.
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exposition."

In this paper, this later phrase has been

shortened to "visualized exposition."

This may be less ac-

curate, but it is easier to use and is more inclusive than
Russell's terms.
The past decade has seen an increase in interest in
pictorial communication research and attempts to formulate
theories of pictorial perception.

In one of the first such

attempts, in 1954, James J. Gibson comments:

"it is not

uncommon to suppose that a person can learn to think in terms
of drawings of graphs or models • • • as well as in terms of
words.

It may even be possible to infer, • • • that in

ce~

tain respects such thinking is more easily performed than is
verbal thinking" (5:9-10).
Karl U. Smith has developed scientific principles of
artistic illustration of teaching materials.

He uses the

term, " 'perceptual-geometric theory' of symbol learning."
It is his belief that the "perceptual organization in the
classroom can be aided by the nonverbal behavior of the teacher, by demonstrations, by graphs, by laboratory exercises,
by object displays, and especially Q¥ artistically designed
illustrative material" (italics added) (18:99).

Dr. Smith

further insists that this material "promotes understanding
of the esthetic, moral, pragmatic, and emotional values in
any situation, as well as the purely logical, scientific, or
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abstract concepts of language."

Thus he reinforces the be-

lief that illustrations can be useful in
as in science and mathematics classes.

p~ychology

as

~ell

Then he elaborates

on the specific values obtaining from the use of "correlated"
artistic design and symbolism:
We mean that different forms of artistic drawing-representative, abstract, and impressionistic--can be
used to enhance the motivation and level of creative
thought of the student. Representative illustrations
clarify specific object relations. Abstract drawings,
along with the line graphs, deepen understanding of
interaction of events, especially human and social interactions which cannot be quantified. Impressionistic
designs promote understanding of object relations in
terms of individualized emotional and perceptual values
(18:99).
The following chapter will describe the design and
procedure of the experiment intended to measure the contri. bution of correlated and artistically designeQ transparencies
to the achievement of college freshmen in understanding the
concepts of introductory psychology.

CHAPTER III
THE DESIGN AND PROCEDURE OF THE EXPERIMENT

The overhead projector was selected as the mechanical
means of presenting visuals to the class for three reasons.
First, it was easy to make the materials for projection
exactly fit the teacher's specifications, illustrating each
point she considered important, and she could add additional
information for emphasis while she lectured.

Second, the

projector is a most versatile tool and not difficult to operate.

Third, the overhead projector is a relative newcomer in

the field of audiovisual equipment, and while it has been used
extensively in business and industry, schools and colleges
have been hesitant in adapting it to classroom use.
The steps involved in planning an experiment to test
the possible contribution to learning resulted from the
visualized exposition technique were (1) selecting the class
for study; (2) designing a study which could be treated statistically; (3) producing and using the desired materials;
and (4) testing achievement.

These four steps will be dis-

cussed in this chapter.
I.

SELECTING THE CLASS FOR £TUDY

Essential Requirements for Selection
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The selection of a college class for this

exp~riment

in using the overhead projector meant finding a class which
met four essential criteria:

it had to fit the design of

this study, treat an abstract subject, be sufficiently large,
and have a cooperative teacher.
Adaptable to, the design.

To satisfy the requirements

of statistical treatment of data, the subject selected must
include classes to serve both as an experimental unit and as
a control group.

As will be shown in the description of the

design, these groups did not need to be matched but merely
randomly selected, tested by the same tests and taught by the
professor, with an equal amount of time spent on each

uni~,

and as nearly as possible with the same methods except for the
inclusion of the visual materials in the experimental units.
Psychology 100 met these requirementso

Miss Mabel Anderson

had taught two winter sections totaling one hundred students.
The test papers and all records of these students were available to serve as a control group.

Miss Anderson, scheduled

to teach Psychology 100 during the spring quarter, was
willing to conduct the class to meet the demands of the experiment.
Should be !!!! "abstract" subject.

Much evidence has

been gathered concerning the value of visualization in teaching skills, mathematics, science, and the operation of
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equipment.

This experiment was a quest for information con-

cerning the value of cartooned, diagrammed, and outlined
ideas projected by an overhead projectoro
Should

~

l! reasonably large class.

A large number

of students would give a better test of the experimental
materials.

Al~o

large classes are of necessity taught pri-

marily by the lecture method.

This was important to the

nature of the experiment.
Must have l! teacher eager !Q cooperate.

No teaching

method can be successful without the wholehearted, imaginative enthusiasm of the teacher.

It is obvious that any pos-

sibility of improving performance of the experimental group
lay in satisfying this requirement.

For the cooperating pro-

fessor, conducting the experiment meant extra time and energy
spent outlining the important concepts to be visualized,
approving the preliminary sketches and the final transparencies, learning to use the overhead projector, and
rehearsing lectures by adding notes to the margins of the
transparencies.

Miss Anderson, willing to spend this extra

time, proved also to be the imaginative and enthusiastic teacher required.
Additional benefit from selection

£t

Psychology 100

Very few teaching materials were available at Central
for the instruction of this beginning psychology class.
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Also, this is a course required for all freshmen.

If the

visual materials proved of value, their use would be continued.

Visualized expesition might even make it possible

for one professor to teach larger sections of Psychology 100,
releasing other professors for small group discussion sessions
with these freshmen.
II.

DESIGNING THE EXPERIMENT

Psychology 100 as taught by Miss Anderson d~ring the
winter quarter was divided into six1 units, each culminating
in a test.

It was proposed to make transparencies to visua-

lize the lectures in units II and IV to be used during the
spring quarter.

Unit I, III, and V were to be taught in the

same manner as they had been presented in the.winter.

This

experiment was designed to test the null hypothesis that the
use of the overhead projector in units II and IV would result
in no significant difference in achievement measured by standardized tests over the winter group taught without the
projected visuals.
The achievement of the spring students on units II and
IV was compared with records of the winter group on the same
units--using the same objective tests.

Also, the sum of the

1only five units were in this study. Unit VI was not used
because the spring test was not identical to the winter test.
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scores of units II and IV were

~ompared--spring

vs. winter.

The tests used were standardized tests furnished by the publishers of the text, Psychology and Life, by Floyd L. Ruch
(16).

Then the performance of the spring and winter classes

on the other units--I, III, and IV--was compared to establish equivalence of the two groups.
Figure 5 is a diagram of this design.

It will be

noted that the sum of the scores for winter "Units I, III,
and V, without Visuals" was compared w.ith the sum of the
1\

scores of spring "Units I, III, and V without Visuals."
Winter "Unit II, without Visuals" was compared with spring
"Unit II, with Visuals."

Winter "Unit IV, without Visuals,"

was compared with spring "Unit IV, with Visuals."

And fin-

ally, the two experimental spring units, "Unit II with Visuals" plus "Unit IV with Visuals" were compared with the
same winter units, "Unit II without Visual.s" plus "Unit IV
without Visuals."
This comparison was made by subjecting the raw scores
made 'on the standardized tests to the statistical formulae for
t-test of significance of difference between the means of the
raw scores of randomly selected groups of unequal size.
III.

PRODUCING AND USING THE DESIRED MATERIALS

The first step in preparing the materials for the
experiment was a consultation with Miss Anderson to show
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her samples of transparencies and explain some of the ways
concepts could be cartooned and diagrammed.

Miss Anderson

then outlined the specific points she planned, to emphasize
in lectures.

Thumbnail sketches were prepared, suggesting

ideas for visualizing each point she had outlined.

To as-

sure accuracy, each sketch was approved by Miss Anderson
before it was turned over to an art student, Warren Dayton,
for artistic execution.

Many of the illustrations were car-

.

toons drawn directly on acetate carbon.

The resulting white

outline on a dark background was hand colored with special
inks.

Most of the illustrations were planned for reproduction

by the diazo process--development in ammonia fumes.

For

these, Dayton used india ink on tracing paper to make the
master copy.

The projector foils were exposed through the

master, developed, and mounted.

These foils c6me in a wide

range of colors which added desirable variety.
additional color was added by hand.

Usually,

An attempt was made to

structure each transparency to best portray the specified
concept,.

In some cases this meant the addition of several

overlays.
added.

For others, movable or manipulative devices were

Opaque covers were hinged to many of the mounts so

that Miss

A~derson

focusing attention.

could uncover one idea at a time, thus
In a few cas,es, foil and carbon acetate

were combined in the same mount.
to

~ake

Thus every effort was made

the transparencies accurate and attractive.
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During the spring quarter Miss Anderson used these
"cust9m-tailored" transparencies in teaching units II and
IV.

The same number of days was devoted to each unit

as has been the case during the winter.

Also, the film,

"Gat;eways to the Mind" was shown in unit IV in the spring,
the same as it had been in the winter.

Units I, III, and V

were taught in the spring in the manner they had been taught
during the winter quarter.
IV.

TESTING ACHIEVEMENT

I

The Tests
Standardized tests furnished by the publishers of
the text, Psychology and Life, Scott, Foresman and Company,
were used to measure performance objectively.
had sixty multiple choice questions each.

These tests

The identical

tests were administered spring and winter quarters.
In additiQn to the objective tests, it was decided
to ask each student to give his opinion of the transparencies'
value.

These comments and a statement by Miss Anderson com-

prise a subjective evaluation of the use of the overhead
projector in Psychology 100.
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Method of Comparing

~

Scores

The means of the test scores for all the units,
spring and winter, were figured.

The comparative achieve-

ment, summer vs. winter, was determined by running t-tests
of significance of difference between randomly selected
groups of unequal size.

In this way, comparisons of per-

formance on the objective tests were made to find out whether or not the use of the transparencies in the two spring
units aided comprehension, retention, or feedback of concepts in psychology.

CHAPTER IV
INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
The evidence obtained from the objective test scores
of the two experimental units was contradictory, results of
unit IV supporting the null hypothesis that the use of the
overhead projector does not result in improved performance
on tests, results of unit II refuting the hypothesis •

. I.

COMPARISON OF OBJECTIVE TEST SCORES

The combined scores of the tests for units I, III,
and V were compared, spring class against the winter class.
The mean for the three tests for the winter group was 42.31
as contrasted with a mean of 43.11 for spring class.

A

t-test of significance of difference was run resulting in
a value of .7521 in favor of the spring group.

For the num-

ber of students involved, however, a t-value of 1.97 is
required to indicate a significant difference at the 5 per
cent level of confidence.

Thus the test results of the

three units, presumably taught in the same manner both
winter and spring quarters, show no significant difference
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between the two groups, indicating their equivalence for
the purposes of this study.
In

un~t

II the mean of the test scores for the

spring group was 49.91; winter, 45.32.
puted from these

figu~es

The t-value com-

was 4.59 in favor of the class

taught with materials for the overhead projector supplementing the lecture.

Since a t-value of only 2.61 was

needed to indicate significance at the l per cent level of
confidence, 4.59 is highly significant, being a forceful
refutation of the null hypothesis of this thesis.
This pattern, however, is not continued in the results
of the test 'for unit IV.

Here the mean score for the spring

class was 43.69 compared with 43.34 for the winter.

Running

the t-test for significance of a difference with these
figures gives a result similar to the value derived from
the t-test of the three control units--a mere .2736 in
favor of the spring section.

This means no significant

difference in the performance of the students who experienced the materials of unit IV over the winter quarter
students.

However, when the scores of the two experimental

spring units are added and compared with the sum of the
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same winter units the result is a t-value of 2.97 which
is significant at the 1 per cent level of confidence.

Thus

it would be possible to claim that the total experiment
refuted the null hypothesis.

In other words, the conclu-

sion of this study could be that the use of the overhead
projector in psychology 100 resulted in improved achievement
significance at the 1 per cent level of confidence.
is, however, little value in such a claim.

There

It is much more

important to try to explain why the use of the overhe'ad projector improved learning in one unit and not in the other.
This chapter will conduct a search for facts to
acc9unt for this contradiction and will conclude with a
subjective evaluation of the visual material used in the
experiment.

The search for explanatory facts will include

the analysis of three principal areas--the tests, the visual
materials, and the methods of use--plus a brief suggestion
regarding three other possible factors.

II.

SEARCH FOR EXPLANATION OF CONTRADICTION

Ana-lysis .Q.i Tests
The first question pertinent to the quest for an
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explanation of why visuals improved performance in unit
II and not in unit IV are concerned with the instrument
of measurement.

Their nature and acceptance as valid indic-

tors of achievement have been established in Chapter III.
Now we are concerned with individual test items.

Can we

find a relationship between the percentage of error on
particular questions and the presentation--or the lack of
presentation--of visuals to illustrate the concept needed
to answer the question correctly?
Method of-analysis.

The procedure of analysis began

with tabulating every student's errors, question by question,
on a large sheet of paper.

The total number of errors for

each question was translated into percentage of the class
failing to answer the question correctly.

Then, graphs

(Figures 6 and 9) were drawn to present a picture of the percentage of error on each question.

Winter and spring per-

formance on each question is compared by using black lines
for winter errors and red for spring.

Thus it is easy to

identify the questions causing the greatest percentage of
error and to separate the items on which performance of the
spring group improved, remained unchanged, or decreased.
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It was then possible to examine the test items showing
exceptional increase and exceptional decrease of errors of
the spring group over the winter section, referring back to
the transparencies which illustrated the points to be
learned.
Summary .of analysis

£i

tests.

In unit II, where a

highly significant difference was found in favor of the
spring group, a study of the relationship between visuals
and decrease in percentage of error reveals few complications.

As might be expected from the t-value, the evidence

on individual items reveals a direct correlation between decrease in percentage of error and the use of illustrative
transparencies.

The spring group had fewer errors on 51

of the 60 items.

Of the nine questions where the spring

class failed to improve or actually increased in percentage
of errors over the winter section, five items--numbers 15,
18, 21, 37, and 55--were not illustrated by the materials
used.

On three other questions--13, 17, and 42--where perfor-

mance favored the winter group, the actual number of errors
was very small.

Number 13 caused 4 mistakes in the winter,

3 in the spring; 17--3 mistakes winter, 5 mistakes, spring;

.,._,.
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0

41
42--5 in each.

When all but 3 or 5 students in a class of

58 give the correct answer, an effective presentation of
the lesson has been given.

In a class of normal college

freshmen, it is difficult to improve performance beyond
the winter record of 96, 97, and 95 students· out of 100
answering the questions correctly.
The only other question on which performance did not
improve was number 31:--"With regard to human motivation,
it may be accurately said that motives:

(A) are particu-

larly important in simple reflex behavior; (B) are inborn
and are little affected by learning; (C) often leaa to

aim~

less activity; (D) may cause the individual to seek objects
not present at the time."

"D" is the correct answer.

Eleven students missed this question,--3 more than in the
winter.

Three gave "A• as the answer; five gave "B" and

three gave "C."

An explanation is not apparent.

It is interesting to note the four questions which
show exceptional decrease in percentage of errors--49: 41 to
8.6 per cent, 48: 49 to 20.7 per cent, 44: 38 to 13.8 per cent,
40: 45 to 24.1 per cent.

These four questions covered the

findings of reeent research studies.

This might indicate

A CARTOON USED IN THE EXPERIMENT
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range of I oQe is:

(A) accountants; (B) stenographers;

(C) mail carriers; (D) auto mechanicse"

The drop in errors

was 25.2 points, from 39 to 13.8 per cento
In the winter, seven of the 60 questions were missed
by more than 50 per cent of the classe

On each of these

questions the spring class lowered the percentage of err,or:
number 2, from 65 to 51 per cent; 12, from 52 to 32o8 per
cent; 16, from 67 to 20o7 per cent; 39, from 56 to 48o3 per
cent; 45,
cente

f~om

55 to 13.8 per cent; 59, from 52 to 34o5 per

In the spring, only two questions of the 60 were

missed by 50 per cent of the class:

number 2 missed by 51

per cent, number 37 missed by 50 per cente

On question

number 2 this was a 14 point improvement over the winter
group and for number 37 there was no visualization of the
information needed for the answer.
For further information concerning the individual
test items, see Appendix.
IV are reproduced.
indicated.

The tests for unit II and unit

Number of errors on each question is

The difference between the two groups is listed

in percentage points in the column of the group with lowest
percentage of errorse

Whether or not the answers were
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illustrated by

transpa~encies

is also shown.

examination of this test is interesting.

Detailed

Actually, it

would be difficult to devise a more perfect correlation
between the use of the transparencies and improved performance on this test.
Reporting this experiment would be much

~impler

if

the records for unit IV continued in this same perfect correlation.

The t-score for unit IV, however, indicates that

the visual materials made no significant difference in the
scores of the spring group over the scores for the winter
group.

The spring group showed fewer errors on 32 of the

60 items, the difference ranging -from a mere fraction of a
percentage point on several items to 14 plus percentage
points on three questions.

On 36 of the questions (17 fa-

voring the winter and 19 the spring) less than 3 points
separated the performance.

Thus the spring and winter pro1

I

files of the chart (see Figure 9) depicting percentage of
errors show great similarity, further testifying to no significant difference between the two groups as to retention
of facts covered in the test.
On the other hand, the three questions mentioned
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above as showing more than 14 points improvement by the
spring group lend support to the case for using visuals in
the classroom.

Figure 10 is a copy of the transparency pre-

sented to illustrate facts about light which would help a
student answer question 17--"'l'he physical stimulus responJ

sible for the sensation of brightness of color is the:

(A)

amplitude of the light waves; (B) frequency of the light
waves; (C) complexity of the light waves; (D) length of the
light waves."

It also gives information to help answer

question 25--"0n the basis of wave characteristics, sound
timbre corresponds to which quality of color:
shade; (C) saturation; (D) brightness."
20,, was also illustrated.

(A) hue; (B)

The third question,

In fact, all of the questions on

color vision, between '17 and 25, inclusive, were visualized.
Only one question failed to show improvement from use of
these visuals,, and that question asked about the mixing of
yellow and green light.

To demonstrate the additive combi-

nations of light, a separate light source for each color
would be needed.

This experiment was limited to Upe of the

overhead projector--a one light source unless two or three
projectors were used.
ment.

This would be a cumbersome arrange-

A transparency was made to simulate the additive
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FIGURE 10
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SOUND AND COLO~
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process.

As a teaching technique this was obviously less

enlightning than the verbal drill that "yellow light plus
green light makes grey light."

The maxim of selecting the

audio-visual tool best fitted to do each job seems to be
underscored by the test results on this question.
An examination of the thirteen test items showing
more than 3 percentage points reduction in errors for the
spring group, (see Appendix), reveals that the information
for answering all of the questions was illustrated in the
transparencies..

This
fact collaborates the evidence pre'

sented on unit II and is an argument refuting the null
hypothesis of this thesis.

But when attention is turned to

the 26 questions on which the spring group made more errors
than the winter, the formula--"use of transparencies equals
better learning"--no longer applies.

In fact, there were

carefully prepared visuals for all except 2 of the 9 questions showing the greatest increase in
in the spring over the winter group:

percen~age

numbers 33, 16, 44,

2, 45, 12, and 48 had visuals; 4 and 28 did not.
Appendix).

of errors

(See

On the other 17 questions, the difference in

percentage of error between the two groups was less than
three percentage points.
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To sum up performance on unit IV:

On 36 items there

were no significant differences, 19 favoring the spring
group slightly, 17 favoring the winter group by an equally
small margin..

On 13 questions the spring class decreased

errors by more than 3 percentage points; all these items
were visualized.

On 9 questions the spring class increased

errors by more than 3 per cent; seven were visualized, two
were not.

Thus it is evident that while some of the trans-

parancies may have helped improve performance on the test,
others did

not~

In other words, this analysis of the test

answers our question in the negative--on the fourth unit
there is no clear-cut relationship between the percentage
of error on particular questions and the presentation--or
lack of presentation--of visuals to

illust~ate

the concept

needed to answer the question correctly.
Analysis of

~ T~ansparencies

The close look at individual test items did not reveal any reasons to explain the contradiction in results of
the experiment.

So perhaps factors inherent in the materials

,would account for the discrepancy in results.

It seems impor-

tant to examine at least three such factors, novelty,

l
\
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characteristics of subject matter, and quality of the
transparencies.
Novelty

£i the projected material.

Visualized expo-

sition was a completely new teaching technique to the
students in the spring class.
head projector in a classroom.

Few of them had seen an overMiss Anderson had no previous

experience with this method of presenting transparencies,
yett as has been mentioned, she was enthusiastic and most
eager to cooperate in the illustration of her lectures.

She

commented on her renewed interest created by this new teaching
method.

It is possible that this factor of newness may have

tende<l to, exaggerate the effectiveness of the materials in
unit II.

This initial novelty may have had the attention-

demanding quality of a trumpet fanfare in unit II--a factor
no longer operative in unit IV.
Characteristics of

~

subject matter illustrated.

Unit IV was comprised of chapters on "The Special Senses"
ahd "Perception."

In comparison with unit II, unit IV was

loriger and more technical; the concepts were more complex
and the details more numerous.

It seemed more difficult

J

?
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to translate unit IV into visualso

This was at least

partially due to the more complex nature of the concepts to
be illustrated, although fatigue may have compounded the
difficulty.
Quality

£i

the transparencies.

Preparation of the

transparencies for unit II presented no particular

problems~

Ideas for visualizing the concepts came to mind easily.
The finished visuals were

compl~ted

in time for Miss Ander-

son to practice with them and make notes in the margins of
the mounts.
In

cont~ast,

lack of

~ufficient

time to prepare the

materials needed to adequately cover unit IV created pro1

blems in production, which in turn created problems for the
teacher.

Because of this pressure of time the ideas for the

transparencies were more hastily conceived, with the result
that perhaps they were less perfectly organized.

Further

use and analysis by psychology teachers will be needed to
determine this last point.

Certainly, it is true that all

of the transparencies were not fully colored and were therefore less attractive than those of unit II.
From the teacher's point of view, the rush job on
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unit IV meant that the materials were not ready in time for
her to become completely familiar with them.

This was an

especially difficult problem for her because the illustrations
had been gathered from various sources, many of which were
new to Miss Anderson.

She had authorized the inclusion of

these illustrations, but they should have been completed
early enough to give her ample time to make her lecture notes
on each one.
Maybe fewer transparencies would have been more effective.

An attempt was made to visualize all the important

concepts in the unit, when what was needed was ,a realistic
apprai~al

of the number of visuals which could be completed

in the time available.

Too much was attempted, with the

result that, nothing was accomplished--no significant difference shown by the test.
The characteristics of the subject matter of unit IV
discussed above dictated certain characteristics of the
transpar~ncies.

They were not as self-explanatory as the

transparencies of unit II.

They presented more technical

'

information.

Fewer words were included to explain the

drawings and diagrams, simply because any approach to an
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adequate explanation would require too many words.

This

complexity of the descriptions meant that more classroom
time would be needed for presentation than was needed for
unit II, whereas, the opposite was the case--as will be
shown in an analysis of the way the transparencies were
used in the two· units.
Analysis of Methods

£i

Using the Transparencies

The points discussed so far under analyses of the
tests and of the transparencies, while raising minor questions, still have not presented sufficient evidence to
account for the degree of contradiction shown by unit II
and unit IV.

It appears important, therefore, to look at

the materials in use in the classroom.

Here a variation of

presentation is seen, a variation not intended but which
simply developed.

Some of the variables could have been

avoided by a more realistic appraisal of the

clas~room

time

available and the time necessary for production of the
visuals; others, such as the intervention of "Sweecy Day,"
were unavoidable.
Methods Qi

~

11·

Unit II was presented according
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td( plan--visualized exposition plus class discussion.

A

few transparencies were used each day by Miss Anderson to
illustrate her lecture.

Discussion was encouraged.

On the

day before the examination, the important concepts were
reviewed by a second look at the transparencies.
Methods

2£

~

ture alone on Tuesday.

IV.

Unit IV was

intro~uced

by lee-

Miss Anderson, greatly concerned

about the all-night sessions required to finish the transparencies, was trying to adapt her plan to relieve a little
of the pressure by allowing one more day to complete production.

The transparencies were used Wednesday and Friday

mostly as

q

quick review of points made by the introductory

lecture.
On Monday and Tuesday, the film "Gateways to the Mind"
was ~hown.

(This film had been used in the winter class).

Wednesday was "Sweecy Day."

The Thursday class session was

used to present the final 18 ·transparencies and a quick review.

The

te~t

was on Friday.

Interpretation

2i methods.

The design of the exper-

iment calleq for the same number of spring quarter class
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sessio~s

to be spent on each unit as had been spent during

j
)

the winter quarter.

This may be a basic fault of the design.

It seems clear as an afterthought that effective use of the
materials might require more time than had been spent in the
winter.

Or, to turn to the suggestion made in the discussion

of the quality of the transparencies, the number of transparencies should have been geared to the amount of classroom
time available.
Comparison of unit II with unit IV shows that more
class hours were spent with the transparencies in the first
unit than were spent in the second:
IV,-3 days.

unit II, 6 days; unit

In other words, in unit II, 6 days were spent

covering 30 transparencies, while in unit IV only 3 days
were. awailable to use 45 transparencies depicting complex
This seems important.

detai~s..

Less class time was spent

in unie IV to view more transparencies.

And, not only was

the actual number greater than for unit II, each transparency was also more detailed, technical, and less self-explanatory.
The effect of "Sweecy bay" cannot be ignored.

There

were 8 absentees on Tuesday when the last half of the film
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was shown.

Thus they missed the important concept on

perception which the film presentedo
esting~o

(It might be inter-

discover if there is a direct correlation between

the absenc'es on Tuesday and perception questions missed, but
such a search did not seem essential to this study)o

Here

it is probably sufficient to note that "Sweecy Day" meant
an interruption of two nights of study and tired students
on Thursday.

And Thursday was the day when the transpar-

encies on perception were used and a brief review given, a
class session overflowing with important and difficult concepts.

Alert minds and devoted attention were needed to

understand the material presented.
It appears that this analysis of the variables in
methods of using the transparencies is the answer to explain
the contradiction in the test results.

In unit IV the

material_s' 'were not used in the manner for which they had
been designed--to visualize exposition.
sulted from a defect in the design of the

This variable ree~periment,

or

\

perhaps merely a failure to adapt the amount of material to
the number of class sessions available.

The preceding

analysis has shown that concepts embodied in perception
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were the ones receiving the· least classroom time--a result
of absences, fatigue, and because only part of an hour was
~sed

for transparencies to present the subject to the class.

With these facts in mind it should be noted that on the test
questions on visual perception the spring group performed
decidedly less well than the winter group.

Questions 31

through 50 pertained to visual perception.

On 13 of these

19 questions the performance of the spring group was poorer
than the winter group by a total of 91.4 percentage points.
The spring students gained over the winter students on only
5 of the preception questions by a total of 25.9.
scored the same on the remaining questions.

They

On the other

41 questions the spring group lost 90.8 percentage points on
'

14 questions while gaining 156 points on 27 questions.
the

qu~stions

of the

~pring

Thus

on perception accounted for more than one half
group's percentage of loss in performance to

'"''

the winter group.

In fact, the spring group's comparative

achievement on perception was a minus 66 and on the rest of
the questions, it was a plus 66.

(See figure 11).

Analysis of Other Factors
While the above variables in method are probably
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sufficient to account for lack of agreement of the two tests,
three other minor factors may have been influential.

Even

if they add little to the present study, they should be
mentioned as factors to be considered when planning a similar experiment.
In the spring quarter, several students were on final
probation.

By the time unit IV was studied, their previous

low grades in the class made it impossible for even superhuman effort on the remaining units to raise their psychology grades sufficiently to enable the necessary increase
in grade point.
were

sp~nding

They admitted to Miss Anderson that they

most of their time on subjects where they felt

they had some chance of "pulling an 'A!'"

It would be possi-

ble to check the number of such students and their grades on
unit IV, to determine more exactly the extent of influence
on test results, but such a survey was not deemed essential
to this study.
A second factor might be that the students were overconfident on unit IV, like a university football team with
a string of victories.

Having shown such a remarkable

improvement after seeing the unit II visuals, did they feel
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that mere exposure -to the transparencies insured automatic
learning, with the result that they actually spent less
effort st9dying the text?

One student expressed this opinion

to Miss Anderson, and others agreed with it.
As a third factor, Miss Anderson suggested that
because of the technicality of the subject, perhaps this
level of achievement--a mean of 43.69 out of a possible 60
--is as high as can be expected on
college freshmen.

t~is

objective test by

It may well be that· this score represents

as much as they can assimilate at this state of their development.
cover

It would be interesting in this connection to dis-

~he

national mean in classes using Ruch as a text

and the related tests to measure achievement.

One professor

teaching Psychology 100 on Central's campus omits these two
chapters entirely as "too difficult for freshmen."
III.

SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION OF USE
OF OVERHEAD PROJECTOR

In addition to the objective evidence on the effectiveness of the transparencies, it seemed important to determine how the students felt about the use of visuals to
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illustrate the psychology lectures.

Student acceptance or

rejection of the materials, their pleasure or displeasure
in viewing the illustrations, seemed worthy of examination.
-\
'
In any
study of attempts to improve comprehension and retention of subject matter, the learner cannot be ignored.
His attitude toward the materials being tested is of considerable interest.

Leland P. Bradford states, "Because the

learner is one part of the human transaction of teachinglearning, his· motivational, perceptual, emotipnal and attitudinal systems are yery important factors in how he
approaches learning and change and how open he is to them"

{3:137).
Of equal importance in determining the usefulness
of the materials is the attitude of the teacher toward the
use of transparencies.

Was she comfortable in projecting

visuals with her lectures?

Were they accurate?

accompJish the job she had desired?
acceptance?

Did they

How did she rate student

Miss Anderson's answers to these questions and

student conunent·S in their reaction to the use of the transparencies wilf be discussed in this section.
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Student Evaluation Qn

~

11

When the students had finished writing the test for
unit II they were asked to write a brief comment in response
to the question, "What was your reaction to the use of transparencies?"
this request.

No attempt was made to coerce compliance with
The class was told simply that their cooper-

ation by making comments would be appreciated.

Of the fifty-

,eight students in the class, forty-four reported highly
favorable reactions to materials; seven were favorable with
qualifications; two were unfavorable; two made no comment;
while three students had missed the transparencies because
of absences due to the choir tour.
The lack of precision in the wording of the question
left each individual free to express his reactions in terms
of the characteristics he deemed most important.

In the

highly favorable group of responses, several characteristics
were attributed to the transparencies.
First, they were considered an aid to comprehension
as evidenced by the following quote:
~

My opinion is that the transparencies are extremely
valuable in lead:i..ng the· student to a better understanding
of the material included in the chapters. I am very much
in favor of using these because often times students
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(including myself) memorize facts and material without
fully comprehending the meaning; therefore the infor•
mation is soon forgotten. By associating this material
with the transparencies plant this material firmly in
the student 's mind. 1
Second, some students said that the recall of pictures
helped them in.answering questions on the test.
I certainly believe that adding the transparencies
to your lecture helps. After reading the chapters, and
then seeing the pictures, clarified many points. ~icJ
Several questions on this test were easy to answe~
because the cartoons and characters came to my mind.
As a third point, others mentioned that the projected
materials helped focus their attention on the lesson.

"I

think the transparencies are an excellent help in understanding the content and subject of the course.

It keeps

me alert because I like the cartoon style and even become
anxious to see the next transparency; thus, I stay alert."
Fourth, the artistic style appealed to many.
material much more interesting.

"Cartoons make

Contemporary art entertains

and is a subtle way of presenting information."

Another

similar conunent was, "The transparencies added much interest
to the· class and were especially good as review.

The style

lFere and in other responses cited, the mistakes
are accurately quoted.
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of drawing particularly makes the situations meaningful."
(It is not surprising that the above students were favorably
impressed with the transparencies.

Their grades on this test

ranged from fifty-five to fifty-nine out of the possible
sixty points).

A fifth characteristic mentioned was that the

visua:ls may have stimulated discussion.
parencies were beneficial.

"I think the trans-

They were interesting, and they

covered the main points in the chapter.

There seemed to be

more people asking questions and discussing the material."
Finally,,. typical comments among the statements which were
highly favorable were, "I feel that the transparencies were
very helpful in understanding the chapter.
the main points of the
in all solid classes."

cha~ter.

They picked out

I think we should have them

And "I think the overhead projector

helped very much and I hope it will be possible to use it
more."
·The following three quotations sampled the comments
which indicated that the students liked the transparencies,
but were not

comp~etely

satisfied.

cies should be more detailed!"
more top'ics with them. 11

"I think the transparen-

"I think we ought to cover

"They aren't complete enough in
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the major facts.

They just give you an idea, but an idea is

no good if there isn't material to back it up....

The writers

of these comments made grades of forty-three, thirty,
and thirty-nine, respectively.

And one boy made this am-

biguous statement, "Transparincies [:sicJ are all right but
seem borlhlilg."

His grade was thirty-seven.

Two boys did not like the visuals shown by the overhead projector.

One who scored fifty-five said,

'~akes

difference--! believe the workbook helps the most."
other was frank:

no

The

"As for myself, I don't think it makes any

difference I do most of my studying directly from the book.
I don't pay that good attention in class for it to make any
difference which I know is wrong GsicJ • "

His score was fifty-

one, the median score for the class.
Thus, it is evident. that on unit II, the students'
appraisal of the transparencies' value corroborates the
hi~hly

significant difference evidenced by the t-value from

the comparison of winter and spring achievement on objective
tests.
Student Evaluation 2n

Yn1! IV

At the close of unit IV, the students were asked to
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comment on the question:

"Which do you prefer:

a discussion

of material from the book first or the transparencies used
as the introduction?"

Twenty-four in the class stated a pre-

ference for using the transparencies as an introduction to
the unit.

Twenty-two thought they preferred discussion first.

There was no comment from six.

Two were enthusiastic about

the visuals, but didn't answer the question, and two considered the transparencies of no value, while one reasoned
that they shquld be used to illustrate what was being discussed.

One answer was unintelligible.
Several reasons were given for preferring the trans-

parencies first, the most frequeny being that they planted
a "picture in the mind" which "makes absorbing the complicated text material much easier."
stood than Discussion."
o~

.

"Pictures are more under-

One boy appears to have applied one

the points the Unit presented about learning.

He says,

"It familiarizes you with the material with more than one
sense and makes it easier to react."
The other comments not specifically mentioning the
value o£ a "picture in the mind" indicated that use of the
transparencies as an introduction made "reading easier,"
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resulted in "better class notes," was helpful as an "outline"
or "summary" with the discussion and text filling in the
details, and that the transparencies made the subject "more
interesting."

Eleven of the statements merely indicated

preference for the transparencies first, although some were
emphatic in this preference, for example, "Introduce [sicJ
through transparencies is a lot better."
The students preferring discussion of the subject
first felt that they "got more out of the transparencies"
when discussion had given them a "background" of "details."
One student stated that "· •• if shown later they clear up
things that seem mixed up."

Only seven explained their pre-

ference for discussion first, the most

artic~late

response

being,
The use of transparencies are £Sic] very helpful in
making clearer the material. I thLnk that they are ~
helpful though where use ~i~ after the material has been
discussed in class. This way the material has been presented in detail and the use of the transparencies can
help clarify specific points not fully understood through
reading and discussion.
One girl seems to agree with the explanation of the reason
for the contradictory results from the two ·units by saying,
"I felt that more time should be spent on the transparencies
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and not rush through them so quickly."

Another girl comes

close to asking for integration of the transparencies and
the lecture by stating, "I believe the lecture should have
been presented first and then the transparencies relating
to the particular items of the lecture.

I believe more

could have been gained this way."
The two negative statements were:

"Introduce, discuss,

do not care for transparencies, " and "Unfortunately, neither
one of the m~thods were [sicJ particularly helpful to me."
In contrast was found this statement:

"The use of trans-

parencies were [sii) more helpful to me than lecturing.

I

hope that you will continue the use of the transparencies."
There s,eemed to be no relationship between scores on
this test and the comments on the use

ot

visual material.

For example, the first of the two negative statements above
was made by a boy who scored thirty-six on the test and the
second by a boy who scored fifty-two.

A girl scoring forty-

five asked for continued use of the transparencies.
Nearly all of the comments reflected the need for
fuller eKplanation of the projected pictures, indicating that
they are not self-explanatory.

Nor were they intended to be
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so.

They were planned to be integrated with the lecture as

illustrated exposition.

They lose some of their effective-

ness when not used in this manner.

The no significant dif-

ference indicated by the t-value on unit IV testifies to this
point as do the comments of the students, divided almost
equally as to whether discussion or the transparencies should
be used first.
Teacher Evaluation

£i

the

~

2f

~

TransEarencies

The key to the learning in any classroom is the
teacher.

Materials for learning can contribute little without

an enthusiastic presentation by the teacher.

To be

~ffective,

any method of teaching must seem natural and comfortable to
her.

Therefore, in considering the value of these trans-

parencies to the achievement of students in Psychology 100,
the following statement by Miss Anderson carries great weight:
An important factor in the use of the transparencies
was the ease with which they were projected. Even though
I had no previous experience with the overhead projector,
nor had I seen it demonstrated, I felt secure in its use
after only a few suggestions. I feel that any instructor
could use the transparencies in.the overhead projector
with ease and security.

Student interest was so high on units where transwere used, that teaching was much more enjoyable.

par~ncies
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The transparencies captivated the interest of this
instructor as well as that of the students.
The excellency of the transparencies was a great
factor in developing interest in those units in which
they were used. They depicted an accurate understanding
of content, a clever selection and talented portrayal of
concepts, and a sensitivity to the interests and the
needs of the students.
Value

£i

this Subjective Evaluation
The importance of student and teacher acceptance of

overhead projection for the use of the transparencies seems
obvious.

Harold L. Kingsley in "The Nature and Conditions

of tearning," says, "as important as capacity in the Le-arning
process is motivation o o o11 (8:19l)o

He continues:

"Essen-

tial to the learning process is motivation, which energizes
the organism, gives direction to activity, and seleets goals
deemed valuable" (8:206).
In order to learn, the student must make responses;
he must

£Q something.

He makes responses to visual stimuli

in the same manner he responds to words.

In a classroom

these responses are usually images· and thoughts.

These per-

ceptual and ideational responses are extremely important because if his responses are irrelevant, such as day dreaming,
we cannot expect him to learn anything relevant.
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For most 0f the students in the spring section of
Psychology 100, the transparencies had some value as motivation:

they increased interest in subjects studied.

Miss

Anderson commented on her renewed interest in teaching the
class.

Her constant enthusiasm for the transparencies was

a source of inspiration for their production.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
I.

SUMMARY OF THE EXPERIMENT

The experiment described in this report was set up
to investigate the possibility that visual materials designed to a professor's specified requirements and integrated with his lectures might improve student learning
of psychology concepts as measured by standardized objective
tests and evaluated by subjective statements.

This study

was conducted in an introductory psychology class at Central
Washington College of Education in Ellensburg, Washington.
Miss Mabel Anderson was the cooperating professor.
Miss Anderson divided the subject matter of this
course into six units.

During the winter quarter, 1960,

she taught all six units by the lecture method, using no
visuals except the film, "Gateways to the Mind."

There

were 100 students in her winter quarter classes.

These

students served as the control group for the experiment.
During the spring quarter Miss Anderson taught four
of the six units in the same manner as she had taught them
during the winter quarter.
on units II and IV.

The experiment was conducted

For these units, transparencies were
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designed and produced to illustrate the concepts she
wished to emphasize.

These transparencies were the only

variable in method of teaching the experimental units II
and IVo

The same number of days was spent on each unit,

winter and spring.

"Gateways to the Mind" was shown in

unit IV in the spring as it had been shown in the winter.
The same objective tests prepared by the author of
the text, Floyd L. Ruch, were used to measure achievement
of the students in both the winter and spring quarter
classes.

The performance of the spring group on the test

for the units using the transparencies was compared with
the record of the winter group on the same units.

Miss

Anderson and the students in the experimental group were
asked to give opinions concerning the effectiveness of the
transparencieso
II.

CONCLUSIONS

Examination of the evidence supplied by the objective
evaluation of effect of the transparencies in unit II revealed a highly significant difference at the 1 per cent
level of confidence.

Subjective evaluation also indicated

that they had contributed to the learning in Psychology 100.
Thus the evidence collected by this experiment in unit II
clearly refutes the null hypothesis of this thesis by
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indicating that the use of the overhead projector did
result in significant difference in achievement as measured
by the objective tests.
On the other hand the evidence on unit IV supports
the hypothesis predicting no significant difference in
achievement.
Comparison of the sum of the scores for both experimental units in the spring with the sum of scores for the
same units in the winter results in a t-value of difference
significant to the 1 per cent level of confidence.

On the

basis of these figures, it would be possible to conclude
that this study refutes the null hypothesis but such a conclusion would be of little value.

It seemed of greater

importance to explore the reasons for the contradiction in
results on the two experimental units.

This contradiction

has made this study more interesting and actually of more
value than had both units shown the same results.
After the contradiction was examined and analyzed,
the conclusion was reached that the no significant difference in unit IV resulted from insufficient classroom time
spent on each transparency to allow students to benefit
fully from the visualization of highly technical concepts.
Therefore the procedure in unit IV was not a fair test of
the possible effectiveness of overhead projection.
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III.

IMPLICATIONS

The most important implication, certainly, is that
11

visualized exposition" is a field worthy of further explor-

ation.

This conclusion is supported by the enthusiasm of

students and teacher for the materials in both units and by

.

the improved performance on an objective test in unit II.
A second implication is that visual materials alone
are no guarantee of learning.

The method of using them

determines their effectiveness.

This conclusion is sup-

ported by findings of M. D. Vernon in a study "Presenting
Information in Diagrams" (20:147-158).
A third implication is that perhaps the objective
test does not measure achievement of some of the most
important goals in education.

Quoting Mr. Kingsley again,

"The end of learning is not only a sklll or knowledge but
also the acquisition of motives, attitudes, and interests
which serve individual, educational, and social needs"
(8:206).

The objective test does not evaluate the student's

problem--solving behavior, his creative thinking, his formation of desirable attitudes, nor the generic use of knowledge.

Perhaps scholarly observation is needed in research

as well as controlled experiment.
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IV.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Repeat

~

experiment with

~

effective control.

The evidence from this experiment indicates that consideration should be given to repeating the experiment, controlling the variables which were obtained in unit IV.
recommendations for repeating the study include:

Specific
(1) Teach

the experimental and control classes the same quarter by the
same teacher.

This would insure the same number of days for

each unit with each group and the closest possible similarity
in lecture presentation.

(2)

Establ~sh

the length of each

unit to meet the requirements of effective use of the visual
materials.

Thus the full benefit from the transparencies will

accrue ·to the students and be a fair test of their value.
Rushing through visuals can result in more annoyance than
learning.

(3) Schedule the experiment to avoid campus

holidays, which interfere with normal study habits, and
other activities.such as choir tours which take students out
of class for several days.

(4) Prepare a questionnaire to

structure the subjective evaluation to measure attitudes
and learnings other than mere feedback of facts on the
objective tests.
A study of the performance in advanced psychology of
the students in this experiment.

The purpose of such a
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study would be to determine the possibility that the use
of visuals in introductory psychology might improve student
achiev~ment

~

in advanced psychology classes.

study!£ measure generic learning from visuals.

Studies from Karl Smith indicate that "well designed artistic illustration promotes esthetic, moral, pragmatic, and
emotional values in any learning situation • • • " (18:99).
It would be helpful to quantify these values to determine
the extent to which pictures and diagrams attract attention
and-compel concentrated mental participation so that the
student can internalize concepts, making the ideas functional
in his behavior.

A study

of

~

qualities in transparencies which

for greatest effectiveness.

~

Many questions concerning style

--both of lettering and cartooning--color, methods of
abstracting, size and arrangement need answers.
difficult problems.

Fitting the new graphic technique into

education is a complicated process.
more.

These are

Research must tell us

There is a great need for basic research on how com-

munication occurs.
Communication means shared meanings.

It is important

for audiovisual production people to know how meanings are
shared.

In 1956 William H. Allen reported:
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Stimulated in part by Wiener's concept of cybernethics, Shannon and Weaver's mathematical theory of
communication,2 and Korzybski's semantic principles,3
progress has been made in the constru~tion of a general
theory of communication. This theory has important implications for AV production and utilization; and an improved understanding of the process of communication
should result from better theory construction (8:147).
This whole problem of communication is basic to any
method of teaching whether by lecture alone or with the aid
of electronic equipment.

I

This study gives evidence that the

overhead projector, properly used, can be effective in improving learning in a classroom.

Nevertheless, the quality

of the teaching materials, brought to life by the teacher's
ingenuity and sensitivity to the needs of the students,
determines the learning.

Guidelines are needed in the

designing of these materials.

Here is an exciting area for

the imaginative educator to explore.

lwiener, Norbert, Cybernetics: Or Control~ Communication in ~ Animal and !b£ Machine, New York: John
Wiley and Sons, 1948, 194 pp; Human Use £i Human Beings,
Cambridge; Houghton Mifflin, 1950. 199 pp.
2shannon, Claude E., and Warren Weaver, Ill& Mathematical Theory £f Communication, Urbana: U. Of Ill. Press,
1949.' 117 pp.
3Korzybski, Alfred, Science and Sanity, Third Edition,
Lakeville, Conn.: Institute of General Semantics, 1948
806 pp.
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APPENDIX
Test for Unit IV
No. of Errors
oer class
Spr. Wint.

Diff. in
%

of E

58*

100* Spr. Wint.

Vi sua·
lized?

A 1.

The term "cutaneous
senses" refers to
the: (A) senses of
touch; (B) labyrin•
thine senses; (C)
senses of active
movement; (D) senses
of passive movement.

4

2

4.9

Yes

B

The labyrinthine
senses are concerned
with: (A) active
movement; (B) pas•
sive movement; (C)
heat and cd{d; (D)
hearing.

20

25

9.5

No

The gustatory sense
is the sense of:
(A) smell; (B) taste;
(C) active movement;
(D) touch.

1

5

D 4.

Weber's law deals
with (A) color
vision; {B) dark
adaptation; {C)
hearing; {D) differ•
ence threshold.

12

11

9.7

No

D 5.

The structure in the
eye which focuses
light rays onto the
sensitive surface of
-the retina is the:
(A) pupil; (B) cornea;
(C) iris; (D) lens.

4

5

1.9

Yes

2.

B 3.

* Number

of Students

Yes

3.3

.
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No. of Errors Diff. in
per class
%
Spr. Wint.
of Errors
58
Spr .. Wint~
100

c

6.

'Y•

An area of the
which consists entirely of tightly
packed cones is the
(A) sclera; (B)
cornea; (C) fovea;
(D) occipital area.

4

s

A 7.

During dark adapt•
ation, sensitivity
to which color of
litht is lost first;
(A J:ed; (B) green;
(C blue; (D) violet.

12

21

c

8.

The process by which
the lens thickens or
flattens according to
the distance of the
object from the eye
is called: (A) convergence; (B) cyclofuaional
mov..ent; (CJ accommo•
dation; (D) adaptation.

16

25

c

9.

Cyclofusional movement
refers to the: (A)
process by which the
eyes turn toward each
other to fixate upon
a near object; (B)
mov•ent of the iris in
adjusting the size of
the pupil; (C) independent rotation of each
eye to make light from
an object. stJ:ike corre•
spondlna parts of both
retinas; (D) glidina
motion of the eyes in
following a moving
object.

5

17

1.9

lized?
Yes

Yes

.03

2.6

8.4

Vi sua-

Yes

Yes
.
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No. of Errors Diff. in
Vi sua•
lized?
oer class
%
of :r,..nra
Spr. Wint.
Spr. Wint.58
100
1

B 10.

The keenest daytime
vision is obtained
when the image falls
on the: (A) rods;
(B) fovea; (C) point
where the optic
nerve enters the e&e;
(D) periphery of t e
retina.

D 11.

In hiring a forest
would
likely to
be e
select a man whose
vision was: {A) 20/20;
~~~ 20/10; (C) 20/40;
D 20/100.

B 12.

Yes

11

20

6

9

1.3

Yes

Myopia is caused b~:
(A) hardening of t e
lens; (B) the lens
bulgi~ out too far;
(C) ol age; (D)
irregular curvature
of the cornea.

11

10

9.0

Yes

B 13 •. Hyperopia is another
name for: (A) near•

5

·6

2.6

Yes

ran~you

1.0

sightednees; ~B~ fer•

sightedness; C old·
sifhtedness; (D
co or blindness.

c 14.

Presbyopia is caused
by: (A) injury or
excessive use of
alcohol; (B) the lens
bulgina out too far;
(C) ol age; (D)
irregular curvature
of the c.ornea.

5

14

c

Clear vision in one

5

9

15.

5.4

.04

Yes

Yes
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No. of Errors Diff. in
oer class
~
of irrora
Spr. Wint.
Spr. Wint•
58
100

Visua•
lized?

dtmension but fuzzy
vision in the other
dimension is char•
acteristic of the
defect known as:
(A) presbyopia;
(B) myopia; (C)
astigmatism; (D)
dichromatic vision.
18.3

Yes

D 16~

i.mpot:tant theo~
of color vision was
advu.ced by: (A)
Weber; (B) Wever and
Bray; (C) Bardyt Rand,
and littler; (DJ Young
and Helmholtz.

28

30

A 11.

The phyaic•l stimulus
responlible for the
sensation of bright•
ness of color is the:
(A) aaplitude of the
li&ht ••••• ; . (B) frequency of the light
waves; (C) complexity
· of the ltaht waves;
(D) lengtn of the light
waves.

9

30

14.5

Yes

C 18.

The complexity of the
li&ht waves is reapon•
sible for which quality
of colors (A) hue; (B)
glow; (C) aaturation;
{D) brightness.

16

33

5.4

Yes

B 19.

When blue light is
mixed wit~ yellow
light, what color

10

14

* See

An

Text, pp.

3.2

Yes*
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No• of Errors Diff. in
per class
~
Spr-. Wint .•
of lrrors
58
Spr. Wint.
100

Vi sua•

lized?

lifht is obtained:
(A white; (B) gray;
(C green; (D) purple.
B 20.

Which of the fol•
lowing is not a
primary color of
light: (A) red; (B)
yellow; (C) green;
(D) blue.

23

56

16.4

Yes

A 21.

Colors which combine
to produce ~ay are
known as: (A) compleBentary colors;
(B) pr~ry colors;
(C) psychological
primaries; (D) unsaturated colors.

6

12

1.7

Yes

D 22.

Which of the fol•
lowtna ia not
characterietic of
the color green:
(A) a pr~~ color
of light mixture;
(B) soothing and
peaceful in mood;
(C) psychological
primary; (D) ad•
vancing color.

7

15

3.0

No

D 23.

The Hardy•Rand•Ritter
test requires the in•
dividual to: (A) dis•
tingu1sh numerals on
color platea composed
of dots; (B) match
spots on a transparent
disk with spots on a
master diagram beneath;
(C) match painted metal
chips; (D) distinguish

14

37

2.9

Yes
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No. of Errors Diff. in
%
oar class
of Errors
Spr. Wint ..
Spr. ~int,
100
58

Vi sua•
lized?

triangles. circles, and
squares in charts composed
of dots.
B 24.

The dimension of sound
produced by the ampli·
tude of the waves is:
(A) pitch; (B) loudness;
(C) timbl:'e; (D} over•
tones.

16

36

8.4

Yes

C 25,

On the basis of •ve
chal:'acteriatics,
sound timbre corre•
sponds to which
quality of color: (A)
hue; (B) shade; (C)
saturation; (D) bright•
ness.

18

46

15.0

Yes

The intensity of
sound is measured
ins (A) partials;
(B) cycl.es per-second;
(C) decibels; (D)
intervals .•

12

14

27.

Persons who are
unable to dis•
criainate bet•
ween auditory
frequencies are
said to suffer
from: (A) partial
deafness ; <. B)
tirmitus; (C)
intensity deafness;
(D) tone deafness..

12

21

A 28.

Infrared absorption
apparent.ly plays an
tmpor,~t role in
the: (AJ olfactory

22

27

C 26.

D

,'

12.8

No

No

..3

10.

No

i
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No. of Errors Diff. in
per class
0If~.o.LLUf'IS
Spr. Wint.
58
Spr. Wint.
100

Visua•
lized1

sense; (B) sense of
sight; (C) cutaneous
senses; (D) labyrinthine senses.
B 29.

The receptors
which inform you
of straight-line
motions are located
in theJ (A) ampulles;
(B) utricle; (C) organ of Corti; (D)
Eustachiaa tube.

44

77

1.0

Yes

D 30.

The base of the
tongue is prtmar•
ily aens1t1¥e to
which kind of taste:
(A) sweet; (B) sour;
(C) salt; (D) bitter.

19

49

16.2

Yes

D 31.

Perception, the
c0111ple.x proceas of
gaining iaformation
about our environ•
meat, iavolvas both:
(A) tboushts and past
experience; (B)
sensory data and
thinking; (C) obaer•
vation and thinking;
(D) sensory data and
past experience.

24

41

.4

Yes

c

The procesa

27

42

4.6

Yee

32.

by which
the iudividual aelects,
froa the vaat n\&ber of
stimuli acting upon him
at a fiven ttme, only
certa n st~li to
which he re&ponds is
known as: (A) perception; (B) physiological selec•

89

No. of Errors
""r alasa

Spr.
58

Wint.
100

Diff. in
0 1f

.t
T

Vi sualized?

~UJ;;Il_

Spr. Wint.

tivity; (C) attention;
(D) sensory adapt•
at ion.

C 33.

In which of the
following psycho•
logical processes
is the actual presence of physical
stimulus objects
not required: (A)
sensation; (B) observation; (C)
thinking; {D) per•

25

16

27.1

Yes

8

11

2.8

Yes

caption~

B

34.

C 3S.

Habitual attention
differs from in•
voluntary atten•
tion pr~rily in
that habitual at•
tention: (A) re•
quires more effort;
(B) is the result
of practice; (C) is
.ore dependent upon
set; (D) precedes
voluntary attention.
Distraction by
noise would be most
likely to: (A) de•
crease the amount of
work output; (I) de·
crease the quality of
work output; (C) de•
crease the efficiency
of work as measured
by energy expended;
(D) cause a steady
decrease in worker's
contentment on the
job.

.

12

19

1.7

Yes
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No. of Errors
n•r clal!IS

Spr.
58

Wint.

Diff. in
%

Vi sualized?

n F '[ ·-~'t"f:l

100

Spr. Wint ..
12.5

Yes

The processes which
operate to make
your perception of
a juicy beefsteak
a delightful ex•
pertence .are the:
(A) affective pro•
cesses; (B) recep•
tor·processes; (C)
s~bolic processes;
(D) motivational
processes.

38

78

B 37 .• We are able to
classify situa•
tiona of related
klndl and also
the kinds of be•
havtor appro•
priate in those
sU:uations because we possess :
(A) psy~hologi• ·
cal lelectivity;
(I) scheauta; {C)
affective proces•
sea; (D) a variety
of "lets•.

15

24

D 38.

16

2.5

2.6

Yes

23

35

4.6

Yes

A 36.

Which of the fol•
lowtns factors in
perception is ad.
a extemal char•
aoteristtc of the
attmulus object:
(A) likeness; (B)
laoluatveaess; (C)
context; (D) set.
B 39. What characteris•
tic of the st~u·
lua object tmpor•
tant in pereep•
t1on is illustrated

1.9

Yes

.
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No. of Errors Diff. in
oar class
%
of Errors
Spr. Wint.
Spr. Wint.
58
100

Vi sualized?

by the sequence
XXOOOXXOO:

(A)

proximity; (B)
likeness; (C) in•
elusiveness; (D)
context.

40~

Our perception
of color depends
most upon the
factor of: (A)
proximity; (B)
tnclusivenass; (C)
part-whole relationships; (D) likeness.

35

52

C 41.

The experiment 1n.
which subjects
matched the color
of st~lus patches
to the colors on·a
color•mixer lllus•
trated the princi•
ple that perception:
{A) maintains the
stability of the en•
vi~•ent; (B) de•
penda upon organic

35

59

C

Yes

8.9

1.3

Yes

.

·ne•ds; (C) clarifies
and defines ambi•
guous stimuli; (D)
is selective 1n
character.

C 42.

College students

can perceive food

objects in ab1•
guous drawings
moat readily: (A)
t.mediately after
eating; (BJ one hour
after eating; (C) six
hours •£~ eating; (D)
nine hours after eatlng.

26

39

.5.8

No

92

No. of Errors
_per class
Spr. Wint.
58

A 43.

D

44.

100

When a "success"
group and a "fail·
ure" group of subj acts were shown
an 811\biguous slide
representing a paycheck, the failure ·
group tended to:
{A) see the amount
of the paycheck as
larger than did the
success or control
groups; (B) see the
amount of the check
as smaller; (C) show
le1s difference in
their perception of
the paycheck than in
their perception of
other ambiguous items
in the test; (D) fail
to see any amount at
all on the cheek.

11

19

Persons who exper•
ience relatively
little difficulty
in perceiving an
i t • accurately.•
regardless of.
chansea in the
surrOUDding field,
tend to have per•onalitiea eharac•
teriaed by: (A)
willingness to submit to authoritr;
(B) poor contro of
their aggressive ~
pulses; (C) rela•
tively high anxiety;
(D) high aelf-confi•
dence.

18

13

Diff. in
'%,

of Errors
Spr. Wi.nt.
0

Vi sua•
lized?

0

No

18

No

93
No. of Errors Diff. in
per class
l
of f:rrors
Spr .. Wint •
Spr. W1nt.
.58
100
A 4.5,

The field•dependent
perceiver would be
lAAat likely to dis•
PiiYi (A) ability to
initiate and organize
activities; (B) poor
control of sexual
~lses; (C) high
anxiety; (D) low
evaluation of the
physical body.

1.5

13•

C 46.

Studies of field·
dependence 1n relation to age have
revealed that de•
peaclellee upon the
perceptual field:
(A) tteadily inc~eases fro. about
age 8 to 17 and
thea declines; (B)
steadily decreases
uatil aae M and
U.rea••• up to
age 17; (C) shows
ita
dramatic
decrease between

40

71

12.9•

2.0

•a•• of

liaed?
No

Yes

.

••t

tbe ·

Vi sua•

10 and

13 and·does not be·
atn to i.D.crease
again ua..til age 17;
(D) remains rela•
tively low until
age 13 and then
tnoreaaee durinf
adolescence unt 1
about the age of 17.
B 4 7.

been found
to be s (A) more ana•
lytic in their per•
caption than men;
(B) .ore dependent

Women have

1.5

28

2.1

Yes

94

No. of Errors
oer 4 lass
Spr. Wint.
58

100

Diff. in
~

of E

·rors

Vi sualized't

~pr. ~int.

on visual cues than
men; (C) more subject
to the illusion of
autokinetic move•
ment than men; (D)
more able to restructure the per•
ceptual field than
men.

'

D 48.

Perceptual defense
is most closely re•
lated to: (A) visual
illua1on; (B) auto•
kinetic movement; (C)
field dependency; (D)
social taboos.

13

11

9.7

Yes

C 49.

A cue to depth and

30

49

2.7

Yes

~A

SO.

C 51.

distance which can
be utilized by the
person with monocular vision is:
(A) convergence;
(B) cyclofuaional
moveaent; (C) rela. tive position; (D)
retinal disparity.
In judging dis•

tance we are most
likely to make er•
rors in using the
cue of: (A) atmo•
spheJ;"ic perspective:J.
(B) linear perspee•
tive; (C) texture; (D)
relative position.
Radial motion means:
(A) relative. motion;
(B) motion in a cir•
cle; (C) motion dir•
ectly toward or away

.

34

59

.4

Yes

5

13

4.4

Yes
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No •. of Errors
oar ~~lass
Spr. Wint.
58
100

D1ff. in
%

of Errors

~pr.

Vi sualized?

Wint.

from the observer; (0)
the apparent motion
of moviea composed of
a aeries of still pic•
tures.
A 52.

Our discrimination of
short intervals of

23

40

.4

Yes

29

57

7.0

Yes

time varies as dif·

ferent senses are involved. In general,
the finest discrimina-

tion baa b•en found to

bes (A) auditory; (B)
vt.aual; (C) mixed aud•
itory and visual; (D)

kbleathetic.
A 53.

Wlth regard to loca•

11s1ng the source of
a 1ound, a person who
was totally deaf in
one ear would f1obably
be able to dete~ine:
(A) distance but not
dtreetion; (B) direction
· but not distance; (C)
neither direction or
distance; (D) both
direction and distance,

c 54. The passage of aware•

.

7

16

4.0

Yes

8

15

1.2

Yes

neaa from one mind to
another without 1nter•

vention of the sense
orsan. is known aa: (A)
hallucination; (B)
clairvoyance; (C) men•
tal telepathy; (D)
autokinesis.
B

55.

Clairvoyance is a
fot:m of: (A)

96

No. of Errors Diff. in
oar class
1.
of Errors
Spr. Wint.
Spr. Wint.
58
100

Vi sua•
lized?

perceptual defense;
(B) extrasensory
perception; (C)
social suggestion;
(D) binocular cue
in depth perception.
D 56.

A

c

57.

58.

4

8

1.1

Yes

With regard to speed
of reaction time, it
has been established
that: (A) reaction
time is faster when
two sense organs are
sttmulated simultan•
eously than when only
one is stimulated; (B)
in general, women have
faster reaction time
than men; (C) reaction
ti.ae becomes more rapid
under conditions of
vifilance; (D) strength•
en ng the stimulus has
little if any effect on
speed of reaction time.

14

36

~1.9

Yes

Speed of reaction in•
creases with age until
the individual is about:
(A) 15; (B) 20; (C) 30;
(D) 45.

0

9

25

39

The chronoscope is
used in experiments
on: (A) ambiguous
stimuli; (B) extrasensory perception;
(C) depth perception;
(D) reaction time.

c 59. Which of the following
kinds of stimuli would

.

Yes

9.0

3.1

Yes
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probably produce
the most rapid
reaction in the
untrained indivi·
dual: (A) visual;
(B) tactual; (C)
auditory; (D)
pain.

D 60.

The "g" factor would
be most likely to
affect the reaction
time of: (A) mathematicians; (B) psycho·
tics; (C) elderly persons; (D) airplane
pilots.

~3.9

Yes

Unit II
Test
No. of Errors Diff. in
ner ela.ss
1.
Spr. Wint. of Errot;w
100 ~pr. Wint.
58

Visual
lized

4

9

2.1

Yes

30

65

13.4

Yes

Maney has an I.Q. of 7S.

6

18

7.7

Yes

c 4.

Tommy is 3 years old and
has a mental age of 2 years.
When he is 9 years old, his
mental age will probably be:
(A) 3; (B) 4~, (C) 6; (D) 12.

3

8

2.1

Yes

c s.

With regard to the constancy
of the I.Q., it has been
found that: (A) the I.Q. is
most constant in very young
children. gradually decreasing
in constancy; (B) the I.Q.
tends to vary with environ•
mental conditions, making
yearly testing desirable;

9

18

2.5

Yes

B 1.

The term "ability" as
used by psychologists,
refers to: (A) capacity;
(8) quality or quantity of
actual performance; (C)
trainability; (D) potential
plus present performance.

B 2.

The relation of M.A. to
C.A. maintains a steady
ratio for a ttme, but mental
age increases more slowly
than chronological age after
a person reaches: (A) 10;
(B) 13; (C) 16; (D) 20.

A

3.

When she is 12 years old,
we would expect her mental
age to be (A) 9; (B) 10;
(C) 12; (D) 16.
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(C) the I.Q. remains essentially
the same unless health or
environment changes markedly;
(D) different degrees of
constancy exist in different
individuals, making a general
conclusion impossible at the
present time.
A 6.

The relative constancy of the
I.Q. is: (A) borne out in
experimental studies; (B)
an experimental artifact; (C)
theoretical only; (D) found
in the superior levels only.

6

16

5.7

Yes

B 7.

The "normal" category of I.Q.,
including about half of the
population extends from: (A)
85·95; (B) 90·109; (C) 95·115;
(D) 100·112.

0

4

4.0

Yes

C 8.

J~y. with an l.Q. of 56,
would be classed as: (A) an
idiot; (B) an babecile; (C)
a moron; (D) a borderline
normal case.

5

19

10.4

Yes

3

8

2.9

Yes

15

29

3.1

Yes

9

20

4.5

Yes

D 9. · A mental defective capable of
going as far as the fifth
grade in school would be classed
as: (A) an idiot; (B) an
imbecile; (C) a high•grade
imbecile; (D) a moron.
D 10.

An

B 11.

If Sammy has an I.Q~ of 65
when he enters the first grade,
we can predict that he: (A)
will complete first grade only;

imbecile: (A) usually runs
afoul of the law; (B) can
seldom learn to talk; (C) can
usually learn to read and write;
(D) can do simple work under
supervision.

100
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(B) can probably get as high
as the fifth grade; (C) may
set through junior hig.h school;
{D) may finish college if he
gets special help or tutoring.
A 12.

In a study of adults who had
obtained low scores on the
Binet test in childhood! it
was found that: (A) a ower
percentage of them were
married than would be normal
for their age group; (B)
most of their children had
subnormal intelligence; (C)
very few of them were regularly
employed; (D) very few of them
had been in trouble with the law.

19

52

C 13.

The group of mentally gifted
persons studied by Terman was
characterised by: (A) high
insanity rate; (B) early decline
of abilities; (C) low death rate;
(D) high divorce rate.

3

4

A 14.

The occupational group which
would probably show the
narrowest ranae of I.Q. is:
(A) accountants; (B) stenographers; (C) mail carriers;
{D) auto mechanics.

8

39

D 15.

An

intelligence factor which
apparently does not depend upon
heredity to any great extent,
as indicated by British studies
of identical twins, is : (A)
verbal comprehension; (B) word
fluency; (C) numerical ability;
(D) intellectual speed.

17

21

B 16.

Children from the alums tend
to excel children from higher
socioeconomic levels on

12

67

19.2

Yes

..

Yes
.

25.2

~

46.3

No

No

Yes
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intelligence-test items
involving: (A) repeating
digits; {B) sensory discri•
mination; (C) making rhymes;
(D) stating the essential
similarities between concrete
objects.
5

3

6

No

11

15

4

No

A marked improvement 1n environment: (A) usually causes a
marked improveaumt in I .Q. ; (B)
may cause marked improvement in
I,Q. if it does not occur too
early in life; (C) may improve
the I.Q. by about 10 points;
(D) does not affect the I.Q.

1

5

3.3

Yes

D 20.

The advantage of improved
environment in raising the I.Q.
will be greatest for: (A)
feeble•minded individuals; (B)
identical twins; (C) superior
children; (D) young children.

4

13

6.1

Yes

C 21.

10
Indian children score lower than
white children on the Stanford·
Binet. The ~ interpretation
is that: (A)-Indians are mentally
inferior; (B) the test measures
achievement rather than intelligence;

16

B 17.

College students in Ceylon
show striking superiority to
American stuaents in which of
the following intelligence
factors: (A) numberical ability;
(B) verbal ability; (C) space
visualization; (D) reasoning
ability.

A 18.

The intelligence of people in
our population is most closely
related to which of the following:
(A) economic standing; (B) musical
ability; (C) mechanical ability;
(D) artistic ability.

C 19.

1

No
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(C) our concept of intelligence
may not apply to Indian culture;
(D) Indian• reach mental maturity
more slowly than white persons.

c 22.

Klineberg•s hypothesis, verified
by later studies in Philadelphia,
stated that: (A) Negroes are
inherently inferior to whites in
verbal, _though not in nonverbal,
aspects of intelligence; (B) the
most intelligent Negroes are those
who move north, causing the intel•
ligence level of southern Negroes
. to be somewhat lower than that of
those who live in the north; (C)
better environmental conditions
can cause an improvem~nt in Negro
I.Q.'s in the north; (D) the t.Q.'s
of southern negroes ate really as
high as those of nor~hern negroes
but appear lower because the tests
are not culture-fair.:

D 23.

Studies of various sp~cial factors
which affect intellig«anc::e have
shown that: (A) first-born
children are slightly superior
in t.Q. to those coming later;
(B) improved nutrition can cause
significant ~prova.ent in I.Q.;
{C) highly intelligent children
tend to be somewhat delicate and
weak; (D) month of birth has no
significant effect on intelligence •

!

D 24.

10

27

9.8

Yes

5

11

2.4

Yes

3
A child is most likely to be
abnormally low in intelligence if:
(A) he is born in extremely cold
weather; (B) he is born prematurely ,.
(C) he suffers from malnutrition in
infancy; (D) he suffers thyroid
I
deficiency in infancy.

.

8

4.9

Yes
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C 25,

Children who are born prematurely
~end to be:
(A) inferior to
normally born children both in
intelligence and emotional adjustment; (B) equal in intelligence
but superior in emotional adjust•
ment because of the special care
received during infancy; (C) equal
in intelligence but inferior in
emotional adjusbnent to other
children; (D) about equal in
emotional adjustment and slightly
superior in intelligence because
of the unusual stimulation in
early infancy.

5

23

14.4

Yes

A 26.

Boys tend to excel girls in:
spatial intelligence; (B)
word fluency; (C) reasoning;
(D) memory.

3

10

4.9

Yes

B 27.

It has been found that scores
on the Bennett Test of Mechanical
Comprehension are valuable in
predicting: (A) degree of interes t
in scientific subjects; (B) masculinity of interests; (C) stabili ty
and sense of responsibility; (D)
general intelligence.

5

14

5.4

No

C 28.

Which of the following is a
true statement about hUll'tan
abilities: (A) creative artistic
ability shows no correlation with
art appreciation; (B) the elements
of musical ability, such as pitch
discrimination and sense of rhythm
tend to be highly correlated; (C) '
mechanical ability shows no correlation with general intelligence;
{D) musical ability and artistic
ability are correlated.

13

38

15.6

Yes

D 29.

Studies conducted to determine the
effect of age on intelligence have
revealed that: (A) general

2

6

3.6

Yes

(A)

104
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intelligence declines steadily
with age; (B) age has no effect
on the constancy of mental abilitie 8; .
(C) the sharpest decline occurs on
comprehension items; (D) although
performance items decline, verbal
items such as vocabulary or information questions actually
increase with age.

c 30. A major problem involved in the

28
use of the longltudin.al method
of atudytng the growth and decline
of human abilities is that of:
(A) obtaining tests that are equall
fair to all age groups; (B) obtaining
representative samjles of the popu•
lation; (C) obtaining enough different
fol"'l\s of the teats used; (D) contro lling
the motivation factor.

56

Yes

7.7

.,

'

With regard to human motivation,
it may be accurately said that
motives1 (A) are particularly
~portant in st.ple reflex be•
havior; (B) are inborn and are
little affected by learning;
(C) often lead to aimless
· activity; (D) may cause the
individual to seek objects not
present at the tt.e.

11

8

c 32.

Motives differ from drives in
that tl\Otives: (A) c011e from
social needl, whereas drives
come from phy81ological needs;
(B) are aoquired• whereas drives
are inborn; (C) always direct the
orfani8al towat:d a goal, whereas
·dr ves may cause a~less activity;
(D) are more intense than drives.

10

33

15.8

Yes

A 33.

Which of the following drives is
more intense than thirst: (A)
air hunger; (B) sex; (C) ext~eme
fatigue; (D) none.

2

11

8.6

Yes

.,D 31.

11

Yes

r
'
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A 34.

The best term to use to refer
to any internal stimulus condition
of the organism which impels it
to activity is: (A) drive; {B)
motive; (C) tissue need; (D)
appetite.

17

30

B 35.

The biological drives help main•
tain the constant physiological
stability or equilibrium of the
organi• known as: (A) phychophy·
siology; (8) homeostasis; (C)
internal need satisfaction; (D)
tissue-renewal.

1

7

5.3

10

18

16.3

29

30

8

33

B 36.

From the results of research on
the hunaer drive, it has been
concluded that: (A) the hunger
pangs are not felt unless stomach
contractions are preaent; (B)
· the taaperature of the stomach
drops sharply during hunger; (C)
hUDger paqs have many cau8es
but .stomach contractions are
necessary; (D) U; is impossible
to feel hunger only when the
stomach is co.pletely removed.

D 37. · EX:perimental rats will eat most

ravenously when: (A) the stomach
is removed so that food storage
is decreased; (B) the temperature
of the atomach is artificially
lowered; (C) the contractions of
the stomach are experimentally
increaaed in intensity; (D) the
hypothalamus is s~gically
manlpul4ted..

D 38.

AD investigator who has performed
a number of experiment• on the
effects of the hunaer drive is;
(A) Harry Harlow; (B) Nathaniel
Klietman; (C) Alfred Kinsey;
(D) Ancel Keys.

.8

Yes

.

Yes

20

19.2

Yes

No

Yes
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8 39.

When the organism is hunfey,
it : (A) becomes abormal y
sensitive to all environmental
stimuli; (B) reacts aost
stroaaly to environmental
situatioas connected with food
or feeding tt.e; (C) becomes
apathetic and reacts less than
normally to environaental stimuli;
(D) shows little change in re•
activity.

20

36

1 .• 5

Yes

D 40.

During the first twelve weeks
of the Mt.naeaota hunger experl•
aent, the subjects ate: (A)
bread and water; (B) a diet
normal in content but only half
as large as normal in size of
portions; (C) mainly bread,
macaroni, potatoes, turnips. and
cabbage; (D) a well-balanced diet.

14

45

20.9

Yes

A person subjected to a prolonged
period of semistarvation would be
likely to suffer a loss in:
ntelligence; (B) sexual desire It
( basal metaboli.a; (D) self•
confidence.
c 42. In 'the expel'iaent ill which newly
weaned bablel were allowed to
choose theil' own foods fol' a
alx•moath pertod, it was found
that the infan's ~ (A) chose ·
food that was bad for them about
half the t~e; (B) ate so little
that they lost weifht; (C) chose
foods that met the r nutJ:itioDal
needs aad ga1ne4. aarmally; (D)
chose mostly fooda that were sweet.

2

8

5.6

Yea

c 43.

6

A 41.

The moat accurate atateaent about
man's •wt.sdom of tbe body" in
se1ect1ag the beat· foods for the
bo~y's needs is:
(A) science has
disproved 1ts existence;

.

s

s

4.

Yes

'

23

12.7

Yes
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(B) it will prevent a man from
injurious foods; (C) it
is often overruled by learned

eatl~

preferences; (D) there probably
is no such thin.a.

D 44.

24.2

Yes

After a group of dogs have been
depnved of water for some time,
an amount of watel:' equal to the
deficit that had been built up
wae plued directly into the
etomaeha of the do
Wha they
were offered water after fifteen
minutea had passed• it was found
that the •nt.mals s (A) d1tank an
amount appt:Oxbaately equal to the
bodily deficit; (B) drank until
they could hold ~ more; usually
couuadalg more water than the
boclll{ dtaflct..t; (C) .drank only
a .ma 1 amount of water to re•
11.,. the dryu.eee of mouth and
thl"'at tt.sau.ea; (D) drank no
water •t all.

8

38

At compand with thirsty rats,
huJlsrf rats UNally: (A) show
. 1110re fftMied actlvt.ty because of
the a••attu iateuity of their
dea11re; (B) lean to fl.Dd food
more quickly than the ~lrsty rats
lean to find wat.al'; (C) ahow

24

ss

13.6

Yes

s

20

11.~

Yes

a•.

c 45.

reater varlety of

be~r

during
.

teanlrll:; (D) show a ht.gh degree
of apat6y in th• maae•learning
st.t:uation~

B

46.

peculiar sol't of cil:u.nken
behavlor • in whieh the pa'aon
feela confident of hla abilities
but fails to ooutrol J.U.• eaotione
normally. i1 chal'aotetl•tt.c of

A

severe: (A) fati~•i (B) air
h~r; (C) th1rtt; \D) hunger
for food.
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5

15

6.4

Yes

tt has been shown that the maxi•
DlUill period durtng which an
indiv1clual can go without sleep
and still perfora very s~le.
short tasks with oaly slight
1oaaes 1n efficienoy is about:
(A) 100 hours; (I) 75 hours;
(C) 50 hour•; (D) 30 houra.

12

49

18.3

Yes

49. The esperS.enoe of tbe British
Mo~h Greenland Expedition was
atpUi.cumt for our knowledge of

s

41

32,.4

Yes

13

27

4.6

No

11

32

13.0

A 47. The infant who experieraces severe
anoxia at the time of birth is

most likely to suffer from: (A)
feeble~iradedness; (B) dwarfism;
(C) weakness of the respiratofY
system; (D) t.palred heart action.

A 48.

B

._..a 8leep xaeeds Mcause it in•
dl.oated that l (A) peop).e actually
aeed c..W•ably
tleep than
had fo:rtaU1y beea thoqbt necessary •
(B) the tnCI1ti.Ob&l etaht bcturs of
sleep I.e p'I'Oltab.ly baaecl on bodily
neecle; (C) whel\ it t.s dark all the
tt.el ~le tead to sleep exces•

1•••

at.ve r; (D) ••• people are re•
· 1uaea f'IOII coaventloul sleep
halJS.tal ~· WtvWual
vaclat ona ln sleep aeeda appear.
B

SO.

•

.,

A •·tNCture which napoa.cla ctirectl

to the t_,.ra-.. of the blood

flowLq Clurouah S.t ud playa a
vital pd't b tlw nplalt.cm. of
the body' • aclj~l to heat and
cold la the: (
t~; (B)
hypothal..ua.; ( · cerebellwa; (D)
pt.aea1 body.
B .51.

When the exterul t-.perature is
col4• a ~U~ber of bocllly reactions
t•ke plaee. Mloftl thea• t.a which
of tba followina: (A) secretion
of thyroid and adt:'etaal slaads slows

Yes
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down; (B) blood is driven from
the suface of the body to the·

deepe.r ti1suea; (C). blood pres•
1ur:e d•curaasea; (D) muscular

acttvtuy decrea•••·

s

18

9.4

No

The male boraaoaea wbi.ob help re•
c. a.-.1 d•at.-ea ue the;

1

16

4.0

Yes

Ia ._ f-.le, eatn.s P!f8X"ally
oolacldet w1tttt: (A) owlatlon
peft,oi
. · . r (ll
,.m... l
(C) the 1•tDatlon periOd.; (DJ
the . . .lft.A1 pedocl.

1

19

7.0

Yes

8

ll

28

62

c 52. The female sex dlive differs

fr• that of the male plti.u.rlly
in that: (A) whlle lese_ rapidly
a~aed it ia aon S.n.teue; (B)
it develop• more rapidly than the
-~. ~each~ ita peak in the

late teeaa; (C) 1t

•bow• periodic

· vari.att..ou ln latenllty; (D) it
ia oou1dewably leas intense than
tbe ule.
D .53.

)) ••th•
hoJ!lllOMa; (B.) eatr.ogens .,
PttOseattns; (D) 8l'ld•osens.

A S4.

•••••tion

c

SS. · The tiM f.tf the month clul1.1\a

wbloh the ~-~· 11 •apoable of
cOM•£'1but t..• r (A) a f • days
s..-Mtately pJreeatlt.q the aeg.
atw.l. ped.ed; (I) a lew 4ays
t..M1ate1t followt.M the • • ·
· stJN&I. pdlod; (C) ·tie period of

2

No

owlati.O»..; (D) the. otin 110ath
exoa,t: the few daya of ••tll'Ua.

c 56,

The b1o1o~ea1 cld.ve wbt.eh S.s
eloM1y 'l'elat•4 to the

*''
seaea-al .-oct.oul aettt.M in

Whiheat
• 'oeoura
and
(B)

lt

(D) fat:tgue.

1•: (A) huaaer;
cold; (C) pain;

14.7

No

110
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a 57. Symbolic rewards are

particularly important in
the acquirina of: (A)
tissue needs; (B) psycho~
logical and social drives;
(CJ homeostatic meohania.s;
(D) curiosity.

16

100
3.5
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No

I

I

0 58.

C 59.

The tendeuy to want the

thlnas forbidden by parents
and to be averse to things
for which the child is
praised is known as: (A)
neaatt.ve traasfel'; (I)
symbolic perversion; (C)
drive reversal; (D)
negativt.am ..
Interests are most closely
_
related to our: (A) biological
d'l'lVet; (I) latellectual level;
(C) need for aelf•enhanoement;

8

31

17.2

Yes

20

52

17.5

Yes

'

24

15.4

Yes

(D) qe ..

D 50..

Curiosity as a drive is: (A)
vt.rtua!![_:oaexlstent tn the
. lower
. lt; (B) present 1n
the lower anlaala but l.Dadequate
as aD iacaatt.ve for leand.q;
(C) acquired throu&h the uae of
sJIIlbeU:c rewants; (D) apparently
a stn~t~ iabon •ttve ln . . .
aad the towel:' animals.
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